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Hundreds Gather for WHA Data Collection/Quality
Reporting Conference
More than 200 hospital and ambulatory surgery center staff from around the
state gathered in Wisconsin Dells on Wednesday for an important Data Collection
& Quality Reporting Conference. The meeting was a joint effort by the Wisconsin
Hospital Association Information Center (WHAIC) and the WHA Quality Improvement
and Performance Team.
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The day-long event highlighted how accurate and thorough submission of discharge
data can result in powerful health care quality and public policy efforts. While
data collection and submission can appear on the surface to be yet another
administrative task, numerous speakers highlighted both the potential use of
these data and gave examples of how analysis can lead to impressive health care
improvements:
(continued on page 5)

EDUCATIONAL EVENTS

Healthcare.gov Open Enrollment Period Nov. 1
Through Dec. 15

November 21, 2019
Preparing the Chargemaster for
2020

On Oct. 18, the DHS/OCI Health Care Coverage Partnership Advisory Council convened
for a final strategy discussion before the fall open enrollment period begins. At the
meeting, DHS announced the launch of the “Get Covered Wisconsin” awareness
campaign at GetCovered.WI.gov to help Wisconsin residents better understand their
health care options. The site has information for both enrollees and organizations that
assist with health insurance enrollment. The latter can access resources in the Partner
Toolkit. Resources are available in both English and Spanish.
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Visit www.wha.org
for more educational
opportunities

“Maximizing health insurance enrollment is a top priority for our members, and
Wisconsin’s hospitals and health systems are key partners in this effort every fall,” said
Eric Borgerding, WHA president and CEO. “WHA welcomes the strong, collaborative
effort heading into this year’s enrollment period.”
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WHA-Backed Telehealth Bill Gains Bipartisan Committee Approval
Legislation updating Wisconsin’s laws
related to telehealth services gained key
committee approval Oct. 30, with the
Assembly Committee on Medicaid Reform
and Oversight overwhelmingly approving
the WHA-supported proposal on a
unanimous 7-0 vote. Assembly Bill 410, with
65 bipartisan sponsors in both houses, may
now move forward for a full Assembly floor
vote.
The Assembly Committee on Medicaid Reform and Oversight approves Assembly Bill
410, WHA-supported telehealth legislation.

Telehealth is rapidly becoming a staple of
the nation’s health care system. A study
released earlier this week from Stanford
Medicine’s Center for Digital Health and Rock Health found that 1 in 4 patients surveyed nationwide used some version of live
telehealth in the last 12 months. Numerous studies, including Wisconsin’s own state employee health insurance program, have
determined that creating access to care through telehealth is cost-neutral or results in cost savings.
The legislation is the culmination of three years of work by WHA’s Telemedicine Work Group, and includes the four
recommendations regarding how the state’s Medicaid program should cover telehealth services:
•
•
•
•

Reimburse telehealth the same as in-person care when the quality of the care provided is functionally equivalent.
Catch up to Medicare in the number of telehealth-related services that are covered.
Cover in-home or community telehealth services.
Increase access to behavioral health via telehealth.

“This bill is important in ensuring the state’s Medicaid statutes keep pace with this growing area of health care,” said WHA
President and CEO Eric Borgerding in this press release. “It’s gratifying to see such broad bipartisan commitment for a proposal
that can substantially increase access to our state’s high-quality care in a cost-effective way.”
Companion legislation in the State Senate, SB 380, received unanimous approval last week in the Senate Committee on Health
and Human Services. Both bills are now eligible for full floor votes in their respective legislative houses.
Contact WHA Director of Federal & State Affairs Jon Hoelter for more information.

Assembly Health Approves Physician Compact, Advance Directive Legislation
The State Assembly Committee on Health on Oct. 30 overwhelmingly approved two bills that are part of WHA’s proactive health
care agenda:
Interstate Medical Licensure Compact (Assembly Bill 70)
Assembly Bill 70 eliminates a sunset clause in state law related to the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact (IMLC) that would
have removed Wisconsin from the successful 29-state agreement. The IMLC allows physicians to apply for medical licenses in
multiple states without having to resubmit the same basic information every time. Wisconsin was the first state to process a
license through the IMLC process; physicians may still apply for an individual state license through the traditional method if they
choose. WHA testified on the bill in July, urging the Committee to keep the IMLC process as a licensing option for physicians.
The bill has significant bipartisan support and is authored by State Assembly Reps. Nancy VanderMeer (R-Tomah) and Deb Kolste
(D-Janesville) and State Sens. Patrick Testin (R-Stevens Point) and Patty Schachtner (D-Somerset). The Committee passed the bill
on a unanimous 12-0 vote. Its companion bill, Senate Bill 74, passed the full Senate in June.
While making Wisconsin’s participation in the IMLC more permanent, WHA is still hearing from members that certain
professional license applications are suffering from long processing times – often to the point where a license is still pending
after that applicant’s start date. That prevents physicians and others from treating Wisconsin patients, harming access and
increasing health care costs. WHA continues to share these concerns with state officials.

(continued on page 3)
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(Assembly Health Approves Physician Compact, Advance Directive Legislation . . . Continued from page 2)
Fulfilling a Patient’s Advance Directive Wishes (Assembly Bill 287)
Assembly Bill 287 addresses a regulatory bottleneck on Wisconsin’s health care workforce that is resulting in unnecessary delays
in acting on a patient’s advance directive wishes for treatment. The bill helps address these delays by recognizing the education
and training of nurse practitioners and physician assistants to make the medical diagnoses necessary to activate the patient’s
written medical wishes. Under the bill a physician must still confirm the diagnosis.
WHA strongly supported AB 287 at the bill’s public hearing Oct. 16. The committee approved the bill Oct. 30 on an
overwhelmingly bipartisan 12-1 margin. The companion bill, Senate Bill 254, is awaiting a hearing in the Senate Committee on
Health and Human Services.
WHA President and CEO Eric Borgerding praised the broad support for the two bills in this press release, pointing out how
both bills help fulfill WHA’s workforce adequacy strategy. “WHA’s two-pronged workforce strategy continues to emphasize
both growing the number of providers in Wisconsin and also better utilizing our existing workforce by modernizing rules and
regulations,” Borgerding said. “Today’s action also removes outdated regulatory barriers that will allow hospitals and health
systems to better utilize our advanced practice clinicians in Wisconsin and allow them to increasingly practice at the top of their
licenses.”
Contact WHA Vice President of Workforce and Clinical Practice Ann Zenk (AB 70) or WHA General Counsel Matthew Stanford
(AB 287) for more information.

WHA Back on Capitol Hill to Discuss Surprise Billing
WHA members also advocate for telehealth and Stark Law reform
WHA was back in Washington, D.C. on Oct. 29 to
discuss federal legislation on surprise billing with
Wisconsin’s Congressional delegation. The group
met with all nine of Wisconsin’s Congressional
offices and discussed upcoming telehealth reform
legislation and a new proposed rule from CMS on
Stark Law reform.
While surprise billing has been a hot topic since
early summer, disagreement over the mechanism
to end surprise billing disputes has slowed
momentum for the legislation in recent months.
Most of Wisconsin’s Congressional delegation
noted that while they support ending surprise
WHA staff and members in Washington, D.C. L to R: Brad Wolters, Marshfield
medical bills, they understand WHA’s concerns
Clinic; Tony Curry, Advocate Aurora Health; Tiffany Huston, Door County Medical
that using a benchmark rate as a mechanism
Center; Tim Size, Rural Wisconsin Health Cooperative; Jon Hoelter, WHA;
to end surprise billing could have unintended
Michelle Abey, Stoughton Hospital.
consequences that could limit patient choices and
create new challenges for hospitals with low revenue margins, particularly in rural areas.
U.S. Rep. Ron Kind gave WHA an overview of the prescription
drug reform package the House Ways and Means Committee
he serves on has been working hard on in order to bring
more transparency to prescription drug pricing and lower
prices for consumers. He said now that the committee has
completed its work on that package, he expects they will
turn their attention to surprise billing. He also noted there
is still a wide disagreement over how to solve surprise
billing and that could create challenges for the committee
WHA staff and members meet with Rep. Ron Kind, third from left.
and Congress as a whole. In addition to Rep. Kind, most of
Wisconsin’s Congressional delegation mentioned they were uncertain whether there would be enough votes to pass surprise
billing legislation before the end of the year. Many thought presidential impeachment talks in particular could slow down this
and other legislation Congress has been considering.
(continued on page 4)
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(WHA Back on Capitol Hill to Discuss Surprise Billing . . . Continued from page 4)
WHA members also discussed how their hospitals are
increasingly turning to telehealth to deliver better patient care
at lower costs. Michelle Abey of Stoughton Hospital noted
how her hospital uses telehealth to help hospitalists work
more efficiently. Rather than having one hospitalist present at
all times to admit patients, telehealth allows that hospitalist
to serve three hospitals. This has the twofold impact of
helping alleviate the health care workforce shortage while
also saving dollars in the health care system. Unfortunately,
WHA staff and members meet with Sen. Ron Johnson, center.
due to Medicare’s outdated payment structure, Stoughton
Hospital does not receive Medicare reimbursement for any telehealth services as it is not in a rural health professional shortage
area (HPSA).
Tiffany Huston of Door County Medical Center noted
that while their hospital is in a rural HPSA and eligible for
telehealth reimbursement, Medicare still will not pay for
telehealth services delivered to a patient’s home. This can
be problematic for patients who are ready to be discharged
but need follow-up care or assistance from a caregiver, as it
often forces hospitals to keep patients at the hospital longer
or forces patients to drive long distances back to the hospital
for follow-up care. Medicare’s policy of not reimbursing for
WHA staff and members with Sen. Mark Pocan, center.
home care ends up driving up costs in the health care system
and inconveniencing patients in the process. The group provided these as examples of why Wisconsin’s Congressional delegation
should cosponsor upcoming WHA-supported telehealth reform legislation that will soon be introduced in the U.S. House and
U.S. Senate.
WHA and its members thanked Wisconsin’s Congressional delegation for its support earlier this year in urging the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to update the outdated physician self-referral or Stark Law. Tony Curry of Advocate Aurora
Health mentioned that while the changes appear to be a step in the right direction, ultimately Congress may need to update this
law due to statutory barriers that persist.
WHA will continue to advocate on all these issues and will keep members updated as new developments happen. Contact Jon
Hoelter for more information.

Stephens Named to Gov’s Task Force on Reducing Rx Prices
Door County Medical Center CEO and WHA Transparency Task Force Chair Brian Stephens has been
appointed to the Governor’s Task Force on Reducing Prescription Drug Prices. Gov. Tony Evers’
administration announced the 21-member task force – made up of executive agency officials, legislators,
health care stakeholders and advocacy groups – Oct. 28. The Task Force was formed via executive order in
August.
WHA nominated Stephens to serve on the Task Force, which is scheduled to hold its first meeting Nov. 20.
Brian Stephens

In his letter to Gov. Evers regarding his nomination, Stephens pointed out how his hospital sees the effects
of high drug costs every day. “The cost of prescription drugs to our patients and drug therapies within our hospital has been a
challenging issue for us to navigate,” Stephens wrote. “Our patients see that cost directly when they come into a community
pharmacy and our employers see this cost, passed on to them as part of any hospital care they, their employees or families
receive in our facilities.
“I look forward to working with your team . . . to enact policies that will benefit patients across Wisconsin,” Stephens continued.
The Task Force will be chaired by Office of the Commissioner of Insurance Deputy Commissioner Nathan Houdek.
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WHA Foundation’s 2019 Global Vision
Community Partnership Award Honors School
Based Mental Health Counseling
WHA presented the 2019 Global Vision Community Partnership Award to Fort
HealthCare for their School Based Mental Health Counseling Program. The
award recognizes and rewards community partnership projects that work with
a WHA member hospital(s) to meet an identified community health need in an
innovative or creative manner.

Pictured L to R: Carl Selvick, Senior Director,

Clinical Operations, Fort HealthCare; Leigh
Fort HealthCare’s School Based Mental Health Counseling Program provides inAnn Larson, Executive Director, WHA
school therapy for students who need individual treatment to overcome stress,
Foundation; Angela Heald, Behavioral Health
anxiety and other stresses that impact their ability to succeed in school and life.
Clinic Manager; and Dwight Heaney, Executive
Area school districts who have participated in the program are Cambridge, Fort
Director, Fort Memorial Hospital Foundation.
Atkinson, Jefferson and Whitewater. Fort HealthCare also received a $2,500 grant
to be used to support uncompensated care for underinsured students in the program.

(Hundreds Gather for WHA Data Collection/Quality Reporting Conference . . . Continued from page 1)
•

WHA Chief Quality Officer Beth Dibbert presented on health equity and engaged the audience in
helping drive home the point that our patients identify themselves in many ways, in particular as
it relates to race, ethnicity, language, sexual orientation and gender identity. As a state, we have a
huge opportunity to improve not only the quantity of this data collection, but the quality of that
data as well. Dibbert encouraged the audience to set an organizational commitment to health
equity, provide opportunities for self-reported identifiers, validate the data, connect the dots from
data to patient outcomes and communicate these findings.

•

Anne Allen, WHA clinical quality Improvement advisor, presented the importance of documenting
and assigning ICD-10 Z-codes in order to begin to understand how the social determinants of health
factors into overall health. Analyzing this data can help reduce costs, improve patient outcomes and
exceed patient expectations.

•

Joyce Zweifel from SSM Health Strategic Business Development did a lunch presentation focusing
on how SSM utilizes all the data sources the WHAIC has and produces. She stressed to the group
the importance of data submission quality, completeness, integrity and timeliness.

Beth Dibbert
WHA Quality

WHAIC also announced at the conference that it has met federal
requirements to become a Certified Qualified Entity (QE) under
Joyce Zweifel
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ (CMS) Qualified
SSM Health
Entity Certification Program. This enables WHAIC to eventually
receive Medicare Parts A and B medical claims data and Part D prescription drug
claims data for use in evaluating provider performance. WHA is the only hospital
association in the country to attain this status.

WHA President/CEO Eric Borgerding
presenting at the WHA Data Collection
and Quality Reporting Conference

•
•
•

“We’re extremely proud of the WHAIC for attaining this impressive status,” said WHA
President and CEO Eric Borgerding, who kicked off the conference with an update
on the state of Wisconsin’s health care. “We’re also very excited about how this data
informs good public policy in areas like expanding health care coverage, helping to
identify areas of workforce needs, and discovering where to best target resources to
improve population health.”
Borgerding described areas where WHAIC data has helped improve and advance
public policy in just the past year, such as:

Volume of ED visits related to opioid abuse,
Dental-related ED visits and non-traumatic dental care provided in EDs,
Medicaid patients with more than seven trips to the ED in a year,

(continued on page 6)
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(Hundreds Gather for WHA Data Collection/Quality Reporting Conference . . . Continued from page 5)
•
•

Comparing Medicaid-related hospital admissions vs. releases via the ED, and
Providing data on hot-topic issues such as births in rural hospitals and hospital stroke care capabilities
“Facts and data lead to health care improvements, plain and simple,” Borgerding said.
“Compiling those facts and data is where WHAIC is so valuable, and therefore how all
of you who supply that data are, too.”

Jennifer Mueller
WHAIC

WHAIC has completed the first of three phases in the CMS Qualified Entity Program
process. Over the next several months the WHAIC will be working with the federal
government to finalize qualification for receiving Medicare claims data – which will
likely occur in the first half of 2020.
Contact Jennifer Mueller, WHAIC Vice President and Privacy Officer for more
information.

Cindy Case
WHAIC
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